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Imagine...
Getting financial data into SAP efficiently
is essential to managing all aspects of
your business, yet manually keying all
those entries – one line at a time -- into
user challenging SAPGUI entry screens
can take forever. IT can build your staff
a homegrown custom loader for loading
journal entry information into SAP. However,
these batch loaders tend to be limited and
inflexible, don’t handle errors well, and
require IT support and maintenance. As your
organization grows, you need a better way
to automate those journal entry processes.

> Overview

Custom Loaders

A Tedious Manual Process
Accounting staff routinely use Microsoft Excel to
prepare and stage journals for entry into SAP, as this
information comes to their organization in different
ways ― flat files, handwritten and mailed on paper,
and various electronic transmission methods from
external suppliers. All of this information is often
manually keyed or copy/ pasted into Excel, after
which internal information is added to round out the
data SAP requires. Once these Excel spreadsheets
are completed, the information must be manually
keyed from Excel into SAP, consuming significant
time and effort.
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• Modify Excel templates in seconds
• Post more than 999 lines at a time
• Works with all kinds of FI documents

Easy-to-Use
• Start in Excel, stay in Excel
• Live data lookups and picklists
• Create template from existing
SAP document in seconds
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IT Friendly

IT Friendly

• Complete SAP Security
integration
• No IT support required,
no scripting
• Minimal user training

To make the loading process more efficient, some
organizations have a custom journal entry loader built by
a consultant or the organization’s IT staff. These batch
loaders typically lack the flexibility to meet requirements
from different departments. Also, error handling is clumsy
and slow -- usually one error at a time, requiring a long,
painful validation process before a successful load.
Finally, any changes to the loader require IT development
resources, which are always scarce. As the organization
grows, manual processes and custom loaders just don’t
scale well and an alternative approach is needed.

to Excel
GLSU is an add-in
into SAP.
for uploading data
GLSU streamlines financial data entry
with the ease of Excel
GLSU is a plug and play spreadsheet uploader solution
for SAP. It provides a flexible, intuitive Excel interface for
collecting and posting financial transactions from Excel
to SAP. Up and running in a few hours, GLSU is exclusively
utilized by business users to Validate, Park and Post from
Excel. From simple, recurring general journal entries
to allocations that are thousands of lines long, GLSU
solves many common SAP data entry problems. With
sophisticated business logic and error checking all from

within Excel, GLSU eliminates manual process steps
and errors in journal entries, saving time and improving
accuracy. It also requires minimal training, even for
users brand new to SAP. Bottom line: you can get
journal entry information into SAP more quickly and
with fewer errors within Excel.

> How it Works

GLSU combines a configurable Excel interface
with a custom ABAP load program. These
two items work together to deliver deep
functionality, including:
1. Configurable work space in Excel: Enter only
relevant SAP data items for your specific
use case. Customize the order of fields. All
spreadsheet customization is done through
dialog boxes that let you choose and order
fields from a picklist. Adding, changing or
deleting fields takes seconds.
2. Build Excel data-entry templates: Manage and
automate form input, monthly close packages,
complex allocations, rebates, accruals, etc.
Different spreadsheet "templates" can be
created, stored on the SAP server, and quickly
distributed to your users.

GLSU Shown with Select Fields Dialog Box

2. Available fields will be shown
on the left. Selected fields are
on the right.

3. Drag and drop to edit.

3. Pre-verification of data BEFORE posting: GLSU
can check your input data against SAP master
data to warn of potential errors before posting
occurs. This streamlines processing by allowing
error correction to be done just once for all
errors.

Key Uses of GLSU:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Month-end closing process
COPA entries
Large journal entries and error handling
Large file uploads – more than 999 lines
Multiple currencies
Accrual entries
Payroll
Miscellaneous vendors
Cross-company code entries
AR entries
Travel and expense process
Data import mapping from interface or flat file

4. Accept the changes to
rebuild the spreadsheet.

1. Header & Detail fields
are edited separately.

‘‘

Now, instead of being an upload posting shop, our accounting area
can do business analysis… With GLSU, we save time and money.”
FI Project Manager, Autodesk, Inc.

> GLSU vs. Custom Loader

GLSU reduces FI processing costs in many ways. Compare GLSU’s high level capabilities
to the typical custom-built FI spreadsheet loader in the chart below.

GLSU

In-House
Custom
Loader

Point-and-click interface lets non-technical end users add any
SAP FI field to their spreadsheet, including PA characteristics and
custom fields.

Yes

?

Pre-validation of master data is done inside the spreadsheet to
prevent careless data entry mistakes; dramatically increases
productivity by eliminating many BDC session errors.

Yes

?

Support processing of multi-thousand line documents, eliminating
SAP’s 999 line restriction.

Yes

?

Prevents double postings via a warning if loading a file a second
time; increases accuracy of ledger postings.

Yes

?

Multiple worksheet support with each page capable of
containing a unique posting. Worksheets can then be posted
individually or as a group to SAP. Use for logical groupings of
adjustments, like a month-end close package or multi-company
allocation.

Yes

?

Continuous development, with new releases, is available to
existing customers having a current support agreement at no
additional charge.

Yes

?

Foreign language support improves user acceptance.

Yes

?

Supports all versions of SAP from 4.6c to ERP 2005/ECC 6.0 and
S/4HANA. Minimal retesting is required when upgrading to new
versions of SAP. Eliminates retesting reconfiguration time and
costs.

Yes

?

S/4HANA compatible out of the box. There is no need for
expensive, scarce HANA development resources to build a new
custom loader for the S/4HANA system.

Yes

?

Supports Microsoft Office 2003, 2007, 2010, 2013, 2016, and Office
365 desktop.

Yes

?

Maintenance agreement includes support costs, allowing IT staff
to focus on other issues.

Yes

No

No internal development is required with commercial off the shelf
(COTS) product, including periodic enhancements.

Yes

No

Immediate installation and use.

Yes

No

Mature, highly stable product has been tested at thousands of
different customer sites, including high volume environments.

Yes

No

Maximizes SAP capabilities and security features.

Yes

?

Utilizes all available FI data fields and prevents double postings.

Yes

?

Functional Savings

Upgrade and Rebuild Savings

+
Ensure a highly efficient
planning process by combining
these solutions together.

1

Retrieve Real-Time
Actuals from SAP

2

Adjust Plan Values
as Necessary

Excel

3

Upload Plan Data to SAP
from the Same Workbook

Ongoing IT Savings

4

Refresh Workbook to
See Updated Values
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